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Virtual Survey Says!

Program Details

Virtual Survey Says is our fun, fast-paced corporate game show that can
be played by up to 50 people, all engaged remotely, but participating and
enjoying the action together as a group!

Group Size:
Up to 50

Based on the popular "Family Feud" game show, this version of Survey
Says! is now a Virtual, Competitive, Team Building event! With all of the
high-spirited fun and excitement of a live game show, this engaging
competition will pit remote individuals/teams against each other in a contest
to identify the most popular responses to thought-provoking survey
questions.
Virtual Survey Says! has a real game show feel with captivating graphics
and fun sound effects. Utilizing your preferred Virtual Conferencing platform,
the answer board is projected in real-time to all of the players. You can even
supply up to five of your own questions in this raucous game that is sure to
delight the virtual crowd as much as the contestants.
After a fun face-off, contestants compete to take control of the game. With
fast-paced rounds, teams can win based on securing the most points, or
perhaps the two top-scoring teams can move to play in the Finals, and to
see who will be the Virtual Survey Says! champions!
Your high-energy virtual gameshow comes complete with a dynamic Master
of Ceremonies, sound effects, and music just like the real show. Virtual
Survey Says! is ideally anywhere from 60 to 75 minutes in length, and
works for groups of up to 50.

Team Size:
Varies
Program Length:
60 to 75 minutes
Space Requirement
N/A
Setting:
Indoor
Physicality:
Low

Program Elements
Fun & Engaging Interaction

Clients Talk About this Program
"I just wanted to let you know that I enjoyed the game show and you did a
really great job hosting! To me, it seems as though the whole group enjoyed
it too. We’ll have to try out a different game next time or one of the other
offerings. We’ll be in touch! Thanks again for everything! "

Jason - Fresenius Kabi USA

For photos and video, please visit our website at https://bestcorporateevents.com/program/virtual-survey-says/

